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8)- In medical terms, which is more serious: a code red or a code blue? Ans: With the advent of healthcare reform, many people are looking into medical billing careers. Wait a moment and try again. Write off is the difference between total charge and the allowable amount by the insurace. Here are common Medical coding/billing job interview
questions with answers for fresher and experienced. Ans: A J Code is part ot the HCPCS Code Set and represents a medicinal substance for billing and reporting purposes. These have been the industry leaders for a number of years. You could also ask about the prospects for career advancement. This question is just as important. Prior research is
key. Ans: 12)- What is ICD-10-AM, ACHI and ACS? Ans: The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) is published by the World Health Organisation (WHO) for worldwide use in translating the narrative descriptions of diseases, injuries and procedures contained in medical records into alphanumeric codes In Australia the classification system is
ICD-10-AM, ACHI and ACS (International Classification of Diseases 10th revision Australian Modification Australian Classification of Health Interventions and Australian Coding Standards) The National Casemix and Classification Centre (NCCC) is the Australian body which prepares, updates and publishes new editions of the coding volumes in book
and electronic format. Both offer free trial versions to potential customers. Ans: 1.Simple 2.Intermediate 3.Complex 15)- What you think about medical billing future? That would just seem disloyal. Every time a patient receives professional health care in a physician’s office, hospital outpatient facility or ambulatory surgical center (ASC), the provider
must document the services provided. 2)- What are the three ways to organize bill paying? The medical coder will abstract the information from the documentation, assign the appropriate codes, and create a claim to be paid, whether by a commercial payer, the patient, or CMS. Recap the highlights of your resume and emphasize any qualifications
and experience that meet the requirements for the job. And give a salary range instead of an exact sum — or, if possible, defer the question to your second interview.Why Did You (or Will You) Leave Your Last (or Current) Job?This isn’t an opportunity to rail against another employer. They might like to hear that you want to specialize and take on
more responsibilities.What Are Your Salary Expectations?This is a horrible question. Medical billers take the coded medical record, and bill the insurance company. Diagnostic codes are used to determine decease, pharmaceutical codes are used for identifying medicines. Don’t be modest. Medical billers work in doctors' offices, clinics, and hospitals.
13)- What is a clinical coder? Ans: Clinical coders convert information from a patient’s medical record into alphanumerical codes according to a health classification system. Ans: Medical billers take the coded medical record, and bill the insurance company. Find out the industry standard. 5)- What is medical billing code 045.00? Ans: 1.Paper 2. The
Occupational Outlook Handbook says this career field is expected to grow through 2018, which means it is a solid and stable career choice. 9)- Which type of software have you used? 18)- Name some good electronic billing software systems? Ans: Some of the best electronic billing systems include Sage and QuickBooks. You might say, for example,
that you can be a bit of a perfectionist. Instead, talk about your career progression goals and how your advancement will also be theirs. If you want to make your career in Medical billing/coding then must go through these questions. Talk about your hobbies and motivations, and feel free to showcase your personality. Always remember that you’re
(probably) not the only shortlisted candidate. 11)- What do you understand by modifier in medical coding? Even if you’re leaving under negative circumstances, focus your answer on the future. Medical coders will convert the notes of physician into appropriate codes. But don’t go on too long. These codes form part of a data collection that is used for
research, funding and health care planning. So you should really know the ins and outs of the role and why you (might) want to work for that particular company.What Is Your Greatest Weakness?There’s an art to answering this question; it involves spinning your weakness as a strength. Half the challenge of going for a job interview is not knowing
what to expect. 4)- What is a "J" code in medical billing? Maybe in five years’ time, you won’t want anything to do with this company. Telling them you never get stressed isn’t necessarily a good idea. Ans: Diagnostic codes, Pharmaceutical codes, Topographical codes Are types of medical coding. 16)- Define write-off in medical billing? Even if they
believe you, they might just assume you’ve only worked in cushy environments.Why Should I Hire You?They’re asking for your sales pitch with this one. So, to help you prepare, here are the top 10 interview questions you could be asked — along with some excellent answers.Tell Me About Yourself.You’ll probably be asked this at the outset.
Interviewers expect candidates to show off their knowledge of the company, and what appeals to them about the position they’ve applied for. Ans: Write off is the difference between total charge and the allowable amount by the insurace. Digital Bill Paying 3)- What are medical billing codes? The health classification system used in Australia is the
International Classification of Diseases 10th Revision Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM), the Australian Classification of Health Interventions (ACHI) and the Australian Coding Standards (ACS). Ans: Explanation Of Review. Folder or Binder 3. 14)- What are the three classifications of wound repair? Ans: 7)- What are the types of medical billing
coding systems specific to health care? 1)- What is Medical Coding? But also be factual and pragmatic.Do You Have Any Questions for Me?No, the interview hasn’t ended. Don’t be afraid to be personal. But if you do, it’s sensible to add that your drive to meet deadlines helps you to manage your time.What Is Your Greatest Strength?You might be
proud of your crocheting skills, but is it relevant to the job? Many employers ask this to gauge how interested you really are in their company. But whatever you do, don’t tell them that. Not only can it knock you out of the contest if you quote a figure that’s a little too high; but employers can also hold candidates to a figure that’s well below average.
And finish with your own USP.Where Do You See Yourself Five Years From Now?Maybe this job is just a stopgap. So if your greatest strength is swimming 50 lengths in a lunch break and another’s being a “people person,” who’s going to get the job in HR?How Do You Handle Stress?Bearing in mind that a smoke and a drink probably isn’t an
acceptable answer, try to come up with a concrete example of how you’ve dealt with pressure in the workplace in the past. 17)- What is the full form of EOR? Ans: Epic 10)- What is principal diagnosis? Talk about new opportunities. Ans: ICD 9 Cm Code 045.00- Acute paralytic poliomyelitis specified as bulbar, poliovirus, unspecified type. Ans: Medical
coding professionals provide a key step in the medical billing process. But don’t be arrogant either. While "Code blue" does refer to a cardiopulmonary arrest at many hospitals, it doesn't necessarily mean the same thing everywhere. Here are common Medical coding/billing job interview questions with answers for fresher and experienced. Ans: There
are no standard definitions or conventions for the use of "Code" designations. 6)- What are the pros and cons of medical billing and coding? And try to relate what you say to the job.No, the answer is not “for the money.” Even if it is. If you enjoy working in front of a computer, data entry, and keeping up with the latest health insurance rules and
regulations, then this would be a great career choice for you. If you want to make your career in... So you might want to ask about the management style, or what your predecessor went on to do. The principal diagnosis is defined as the condition, after study, which occasioned the admission to the hospital. It is possible for a medical biller to work at
home as well. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Something went wrong. It’s kind of meant as an ice-breaker, even if the thought of it makes you shudder. The use of a classification system makes it easier to store, retrieve and analyse data. The great thing about most medical careers is that they remain steady even during an economic down
turn. For example, if a patient receives a shot of local anesthetic for pain, the drug would be reported using a J code - that is a J followed by four numbers JXXXX. Many otherwise highly qualified candidates may be caught off-guard by questions they don’t know how to answer.
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